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FROM THE BLACK WE HEAR:

RAINE (V.O.)
Are you ready?

FADE IN:

INT. GENEROUS HEART CENTRE. PRE-OP - DAY

ANNA - 35, calm, pretty and natural - is wearing a
hospital gown and sitting at the edge of the gurney.  

RAINE - 40, in a surgical coat over casual outfit - stands
in front of Anna. Thoughtful, full of empathy, with velvet
voice, he looks and sounds like a dream…

RAINE (CONT'D)
Are you ready?

ANNA
Yes.

SERIES OF SHOTS OF THE ROOM: high-tech design and
lighting. And GHC'S LOGO is almost on every surface.

RAINE
If it was the second level?
The first? If we met then?

ANNA
Please, don't.

Raine takes Anna's hand. TWO NURSES enter the room.

NURSE
Anna?

ANNA
(quietly)

Raine, thank you. For these
past weeks, for everything.

The nurses are approaching. Anna lets go of Raine's hand.

Stepping over the threshold, Anna looks back.

The OR door shuts behind Anna and nurses.

SERIES OF SHOTS: Raine pulls off the surgical coat and
medical gloves, without taking his eyes off the closed
door. Raine walks around the room. Stands against the
wall, staring at the OR door.  

Raine's beside the gurney, as…
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MICHAEL - 40, in a scrub suit - peeps into the room from
the hallway. Tall, handsome, dashing and impetuous,
Michael is kinda mess comparing to self-composed Raine.

MICHAEL
You alone?

(nods to the OR)
Anna's there?

Raine keeps silent. Michael crosses to him --

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
I've just closed a third
one. And two of them're
sheduled after lunch.

Raine moves aside as Michael stopping next to him…

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
The last shift here, huh?
Haven't you killed off your
lust for the first level?

RAINE
No.

MICHAEL
There's frequently a hell,
you know? Here's much quiter
after rubicon.

RAINE
Michael, I'm a therapist.
Here I feel like a coroner.

MICHAEL
Hey, you're one of the best
attendants. Your guys enter
the OR all serene and buddha
faced. How do you do that?

RAINE
We talk.

(beat)
But there is nothing I can
change at this level.

MICHAEL
What d'you wanna change?

Off Raine's look, as…

The OR door opens. 
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PEOPLE IN THE MEDICAL UNIFORMS leave the OR, carrying…

HUMAN ORGAN TRANSPLANT CONTAINERS.

Information stickers on containers --

"EYE SURGERY CLINIC" 

"BURNS CENTER" 

"CARDIAC TRANSPLANT CENTER"

Couriers leave the OR and head to the hallway. 

Michael exchanges an intimate smile with young titian-
haired woman from Cardiac Transplant Center.

Raine's eyes follow the container with Anna's heart until
it disappears behind the hallway door.
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